
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULFSTREAM PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2019-2020 Championship Meet 
Day 17: Saturday, December 21, 2019 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. (Eastern) 

 

2019-2020 Championship Meet Record:  
164-48-26-22: 29% W, 59% ITM

BEST BET: (#7) Robintakincharge (5th race)—3-1 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#11) Soy Borracho (11th race)—10-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, f irst through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE—OFF TURF (5F main track) 
(#7) DON’T TASE ME BRO: 6-figure American Pharoah colt bred to love dirt; barn has hot hand at tilt 
(#3) FACTORINO: Gray guy has tactical speed, exits stakes company, and is bred to handle main track 
(#2) NOW IS: Has done his best work on the weeds but love the cutback to five-panels—blinkers go on 
(#4) FIRST STRING: Half-bro to the dirt stakes winner Liam’s World, cost $160K; high-percentage outfit 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-2-4 
 

RACE TWO 
(#6) WINNING GAME: Heads down to cellar for Fawkes—turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles appealing 
(#5) SUSIKIN: Game off the layoff in last start, barn winning at a 32% clip at meet—steps up the ladder 
(#3) ONLY IN AUGUST: Split field of six in first crack at three lifetime foes; reunited with Torres today 
(#2) CHIQUI THE GRAY: Gray has a pair of wins under her belt in Hallandale Beach—is capable fresh 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-3-2 
 

RACE THREE—OFF TURF (5F main track) 
(#4) VINNIE VAN GO: Four-time winner on the dirt at Gulfstream—Irad Ortiz in boot—is formidable 
(#6) DOCTOR DUB: The turf-to-dirt play has some appeal—broke maiden on main track by 7+ lengths  
(#7) CRYOGENIC: Recent form is dicey, but he won his last dirt start by open lengths; fits on this level 
(#1) R BOY BODE: Still eligible for the “three lifetime” condition, but he handles the grass and the dirt 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-1 
 

RACE FOUR 
(#1) FLAWLESS MOON: Sharp under wraps win for $10K from 10-hole; barn wins at 39% clip off claim 
(#3) LONDON WEREWOLF: Turf-to-dirt play is on the money—placed in five-of-seven on main track 
(#4) THIRD ARMY: Finished with interest in lone appearance on the main track; cuts back to 1-turn trip 
(#5) QUALITY SPECIAL: Recent form horrid but the class drop is significant; wants a route of ground? 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-5 
 

RACE FIVE—OFF TURF (8F, one turn, main track) 
(#7) ROBINTAKINCHARGE: Looks like the controlling speed, Irad rides—takes this crew gate-to-wire 
(#5) MARYLAND PRIDE: Has win on the main track, is capable of a winning effort fresh—things to like 
(#1) ICONIC: Hasn’t had picture taken in a while but is at best on a fast strip; the post hurts out of chute 
(#3) TOUPHA: Steps up to face “thee lifetime” foes but was third in lone appearance on the main track 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-1-3 
 

RACE SIX 
(#7) ALL EYES WEST: Split field of six in $75K stakes in Jersey in first crack at winners; plenty of upside 
(#1) CARPE OMNIOUS: Carpe Diem colt cost $550,000—TAP wins at a 23% clip with first-time starters 
(#10) SAGAMORE MISCHIEF: Second to eventual Remsen Stakes (G2) winner Shotski two starts back 
(#2) UNCONQUERED LEA: Couple of gaps in public work tab but is sitting on “bullet” half-mile move 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-10-2 



 

RACE SEVEN—OFF TURF (8.5F main track) 
(#3) TEACHABLE MOMENT: Nearly broke maiden on dirt in second career start—fires fresh for Maker 
(#4) BEBEAU: In the money in four-of-six lifetime starts, handles dirt, cost $400,000—first start for Breen 
(#1) SPEED EFFECT: Acts on dirt, bred top, bottom to love the 2-turn stretch out; positive jock change 
(#8) WISE TO LISTEN: Gets away from GPW but steps up the ladder; seems destined for minor award 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-1-8 
 

RACE EIGHT 
(#5) REBELDE: Exits Florida-bred ranks but drops in for a $35K tag—in money in 5-of-9 at Gulfstream 
(#7) UNCAPTURED KING: Broke maiden for a quarter 22 days ago; can improve in second off shelf 
(#8) KOZY KAT: Khozan filly is improving, Jaramillo stays in first start off the claim; 5-1 on morning line 
(#2) ASSERTIKO: Spinning wheels in mud last time, gets a fast track today; been gelded since last start  
SELECTIONS: 5-7-8-2 
 
RACE NINE—OFF TURF (8.5F main track) 
(#10) RODDICK: Will appreciate the two-turn stretch out, positive jock change; third off of the sidelines 
(#7) DRILLOMATIC: Broke his maiden on the main track for a $40,000 tag three starts back; stalks pace 
(#5) SIR SEAMUS: Got late vs. similar in last but makes fist start off claim for Maker; has “bullet” on dirt 
(#1) BURN THE BOATS: Second at 19-1 vs. “a other than” foes at Tampa in last—in for $35K tag here 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-5-1 
 
RACE TEN—Mr. Prospector Stakes (G3) 
(#2) IMPERIAL HINT: “Little Rocket” been running a hole in the wind in A.M.—won consecutive G1’s 
(#3) X Y JET: Beaten at low odds in last start off shelf; barn been uncharacteristically cold at the stand  
(#6) DIAMOND OOPS: Versatile gelding has annexed four-of-five on dirt at Gulfstream; third off shelf 
(#5) LASTING LEGACY: Won last three starts for Jason Servis while stepping up in class; can’t ignore 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-6-5 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#11) SOY BORRACHO: Has the looks of lone speed on paper, Prado riding well at tilt; value on tote? 
(#4) BACANO: Has improved of late, is bred to handle the main track, Irad Ortiz in the irons; lots to like 
(#5) MUHLENBERG: Has a license to improve in just third career start; been gelded, the blinkers go on 
(#3) EXATLON: Is bred to handle a two-turn trip on the main track—liking the rider change to Luis Saez 
SELECTIONS: 11-4-5-3 
 
 
LATE PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 7-11/ Gulfstream Park, Saturday, December 21, 2019 
50-cent play=$22.50—Post time: 3:00 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 7: (#1) Speed Effect (#3) Teachable Moment (#4) Bebeau—3 
Race 8: (#5) Rebelde (#7) Uncaptured King (#8) Kozy Kat—3 
Race 9: ALL—5 
Race 10: (#2) Imperial Hint—1 
Race 11: (#11) Soy Borracho—1 
 
 
 


